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Positive vibes
As recovery shows, Philippine NTO adapts roles to
better support and rebuild the tourism industry
By Rosa Ocampo
The Philippines is stepping into 2022 with
abundant hope for global travel resumption, despite ongoing Omicron variant
challenges and damages by super typhoon
Rai in December 2021.
Speaking to TTG Show Daily, Maria
Anthonette Velasco-Allones, chief operating officer of Tourism Promotions Board
(TPB) Philippines, said there were telltale
signs of an unhurried renewal of domestic
and international tourism.
With the Omicron surge expected to
peak by end-January and the Philippines’
successful vaccination and booster exercises, Velasco-Allones anticipates that the increase in domestic trips in the last quarter
of 2021 woud continue into the new year.
She revealed that the country’s
Inter-Agency Task Force on
Emerging and Infectious Diseases has approved the entry
of foreign nationals to the
Philippines by February 16,
2022, subject to certain requirements.
In terms of remedying
the destruction of super
typhoon Rai, which had
hit top destinations
Velasco-Allones:
reinventing tourism
mandate

such as Cebu, Bohol, Palawan and Siargao,
Velasco-Allones said “ongoing efforts to rebuild or rehabilitate key infrastructures and
support recovery initiatives in these places
will surely pave the way for these destinations to be ready to welcome back visitors”.
Meanwhile, TPB continues to promote
domestic tourism in key destinations as
well as diverse destinations such as the Cordillera region for mountain tourism, Baguio City for culture and food trips, Boracay
for sand and beach, and newly-calibrated
domestic tourism circuits and routes.
Changes in the tourism landscape has
compelled TPB to adapt its roles to ensure
that its marketing programmes and strategies remain relevant, effective and efficient.
TPB is strengthening its role as facilitator of services for tourism stakeholders.
For instance, the TPB Membership Programme has expanded by 488 per cent, resulting in a more engaged community that
can respond quickly, as seen in post-Rai
relief drive, and collaborate on formulating
TPB’s strategic marketing programme and
other matters.
Other initiatives include leveraging
technology and digital platforms to sustain digital marketing and promotions, and
deploying a Special Contingency Fund to
support initiatives such as provision of hygiene kits and subsidising swab test costs to
boost domestic tourism.

ATF 2023 to focus on collective recovery
By Mimi Hudoyo
ATF 2023 will bear the theme, Empower
Talents, Embrace Technology, Recover
Tourism, when Indonesia takes over chairmanship of ASEAN Tourism in 2022-2023.
Sandiaga Uno, minister of tourism and
creative economy, said the theme is in line

with this year’s G20 Indonesia summit –
Recover Together, Recover Stronger. It also
signals the region’s tourism recovery.
“Indonesia will foster the resurgence of
the tourism sector and the opening of jobs
to spur (recovery of) both national and
ASEAN economy,” he said.

TUI ready to bring
back Germans –
with conditions
By Raini Hamdi
One of South-east Asia’s biggest European
buyers, TUI Group, says the region’s recovery depends not only on the easing of entry
rules and availability of flights, but on the
reopening of Thailand and Vietnam.
This reflects the bloc’s dependence on
each other and the need for destinations to
work in unison to rebuild arrivals.
Senior product & contracting manager,
Christiane
ThomaRatnasiri, who is at ATF
2022, said many clients
are used to combining
South-east Asian destinations. “Not having
those
(combination)
possibilities is a big disadvantage for the region
Thoma-Ratnasiri:
at the moment.”
demolish barriers
She described the impact of the pandemic on German travel to
Asia as “immense”, adding that the region’s
long list of travel requirements is off-putting, especially to Europeans who are used
to hassle-free travel within Europe’s Schengen Area. Furthermore, ever-changing restrictions are denting travel confidence, she
told TTG Show Daily.
Demand is further weakened by poor
flight connectivity to South-east Asia.
However, Thoma-Ratnasiri said Germans are “desperate” to travel and will return, especially to Thailand and Indonesia,
once barriers are removed.

Pauline Suharno, chairman of Association of the Travel Agencies in Indonesia,
said ATF 2023’s vision of togetherness must
be reflected in implementation, through
applicable programmes such as common
health passport measures, border controls
and returning policies across the region.
Herman Rukmanadi, CEO of Bhara
Tours, called for collective facilitation of
travel within ASEAN member countries.

NEWS

Domestic focus
for LNY peak
In the absence of Chinese vacationers, hotels are
relying on locals to drive Chinese New Year bookings
Magdalena Martorell, general manBy Karen Yue
ager of the new Meliá Phuket Mai Khao in
The staycation market for the upcoming
Thailand, emphasised that against a Covid
Lunar New Year (LNY) holidays continbackdrop, the business potential of the LNY
ues to dominate the vision of hoteliers in
period is no longer the same.
South-east Asia, where international arriv“Covid-19 has disrupted travel patterns
als have been disrupted once more by Omifor most countries worldwide, particularly
cron.
for Chinese travellers. Without the possibilTake up of festive staycation packages
ity of Chinese travellers comfortably exiting
at Shangri-La Singapore, which feature a
and re-entering their country for the forecelebratory high tea experience, has been
seeable future, it’s much more difficult for
good, revealed general manager John Rice.
hotels (world wide) to look to the Chinese
The hotel expects to run on high occupancy
New Year as a period of higher demand like
during LNY, with locals forming the bulk of
it used to be,” Martorell told TTG.
the hotel’s guest mix, most of them being
She observed a “considerable reduction
couples and families.
in demand” for the LNY period when comMalaysian hoteliers who have seen adpared against December 2021 and January
vanced bookings for LNY said business
2022. “The decrease is predominantly due
would peak a few days prior to the holidays
to Thailand’s suspension of its Test & Go
due to the last-minute booking nature of
programme and the current increase of
domestic travellers.
Covid-19 cases on the back of the Omicron
Caemen Phoon, director of sales and
variant,” she explained.
marketing, Zenith Putrajaya, is hopeful that
Despite international travel restrictions,
festive bookings this year will outperform
the hotel will have a 9:1 ratio of overseas
2020, when it was newly opened and had a
guests versus staycationers during Chinese
27 per cent occupancy rate.
New Year, with most coming from Europe.
While hoteliers have described this year’s
For now, brisk takings from festive dineLNY performance as positive, they acins and takeaways are helping to boost LNY
knowledged that bookings were nowhere
earnings. At G Hotel Gurney, reunion dinnear pre-pandemic levels.
ner buffets are fully booked, while lunch
Christina Tan, spokesperson for G
and dinner buffet slots on the first day
Hotel Gurney in Penang, Malaysia,
of LNY are almost sold out at press
said the hotel typically enjoyed full
time. Takeaways are also doing well,
occupancy during LNY, thanks to its
said Tan, with many corporate clients
central location. But even with the
buying festive goodies for clients and
hotel’s popularity, LNY occupancy is
staff as tokens of appreciation.
only expected to hit 50 per cent this
To help Singapore resiyear – or 70 per cent at best.
dents navigate continHowever, should Singapore
ued dine-in restrictions,
resume full capacity of her
Shangri-La
Singapore
Vaccinated Travel Lane with
boosted its F&B retail
Malaysia prior to the holiand takeaway selections
days, Tan said bookings
this LNY – and the
would spike.
tills have been ringing,
Shangri-La Singapore’s
thanks to “encouragRice, too, noted that intering” demand for takenational travel restrictions
home feasts and treats.
and capacity limits on hotel
– Additional reporting by
facilities have dampened LNY Tan: Festive buffets and
S Puvaneswary
performance potential.
takeaways are selling well
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Industry players
urge coordinated
border controls
By Rachel AJ Lee
Tourism stakeholders reiterated the urgent
need for a coordinated approach to crossborder travel in order to support a stable
travel and tourism recovery.
Speaking at Booking.com’s inaugural
roundtable, The Travel Edit: Embracing the
Unpredictable on Tuesday in Singapore,
Campbell Wilson, CEO of Scoot, called for
a common list of vaccines recognised across
all countries as well as unanimous usage of
a single QR code across borders.
Wilson said these should be available at
the very least, despite a near “impossible
task” for governments to agree on Covid-19
responses.
Fellow speaker, Kerry Healy, chief commercial officer, South-east Asia, Japan and
South Korea at Accor, expressed frustration over differing state of border openings
within South-east Asia, and emphasised the
need for “harmony” in regulations.
Wilson added that government agencies, associations, medical community and
economic divisions should work together
to ease administrative process to make regional travel less cumbersome.
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How will we travel in 2022?
More than ever, people are desperate for a cabin fever remedy, and once they
are out on a trip, they intend to stay out longer, meet new people, experience
new destinations, and support communities they visit. By Karen Yue

A

s the old year drew to an end,
travel and tourism organisations
pulled up booking data and scrutinised consumer intentions to
make out how the world might return to
travel and tourism in this new year.
It is no surprise that two years of travel
limitations, social isolation and blurred
work/leisure boundaries have left many
people eager to take a proper break.
Latest studies conducted by World Travel
& Tourism Council (WTTC),
Trip.com Group and Booking.
com are able to break down travel
intentions further.

Raring to go
According to Booking.com’s Travel Predictions 2022 report, 61% of
travellers are now more open to
different types of vacations. The
number of people who feel that
they need to make up for lost vacation time has also ballooned
from 42% to 63%.
With travel plans being put on
hold due to the pandemic, 2022
will be the year of simply saying
yes, projected Booking.com, with
72% agreeing they will say “yes” to any vacation, as long as their budget allowed.
Home base comes first
However, continued travel limitations are
forcing travellers to turn to experiences at
home, found a joint study by WTTC and
Trip.com Group.
The Trending in Travel: Emerging Consumer Trends in Travel & Tourism in 2021
and Beyond report identified that domestic
travel will continue to lead travel and tourism recovery, especially in the short to medium-term. More than half of global travellers plan to travel for a domestic holiday in
the next 12 months.
In particular, the concept of staycations
may continue to be in demand and more so
for countries with prolonged restrictions on
outbound travel. While domestic travel may
slow proportionally as global travel returns,
3 • January 20, 2022

the report stated that the trend in rediscovering domestic destinations is likely to linger in the long-term.
Social remedies
Not only are people eager to make up for
lost vacation time in 2022, they are also
keen to reconnect with friends and family,
and expand their social network.
Booking.com found that 40% of respondents hope to spend time with friends

and family on their next trip, while 60% are
determined to meet new people while on
vacation. Fifty per cent of single respondents are hopeful of finding love on their
next trip.
Out of office for real… or not
Working from home – and anywhere, really
– has become normalised in the past two
years, expediting burnout rates everywhere.
This year, more people want to re-establish a healthy work-life balance, with 73%
telling Booking.com that vacation time will
be strictly work-free. Fifty-two per cent
want their next trip to help them break out
of the monotony of routines at work and at
home.
A majority (79%) regard travel as a form
of self-care that is especially critical for
mental and emotional well-being.
Sixty per cent plan to use their next trip

to explore new cultures and enjoy new places and experiences.
Once out on a trip, people want to make
the most out of their time, found the WTTC
and Trip.com Group study, with one in four
travellers desiring stays of over 10 nights.
Contrasting Booking.com’s findings,
respondents in the WTTC and Trip.com
Group study are happy to let work and play
go hand in hand. For them, remote work
during quarantine and travel will encourage them to stay longer during
their trips. This sentiment is the
strongest among respondents in
Thailand (69%), Vietnam (57%)
and China (54%).
Meaningful connections
Opportunities to be more engaged with their communities at
home by supporting local businesses throughout the pandemic
have translated to a desire to do
the same when they are travelling.
Fifty-eight per cent of respondents told Booking.com that it is
important that their trip is beneficial to the local community, while
29% will do more research into
how their tourism expenditure will impact
or improve local communities.
Sixty-six per cent of respondents will factor over-tourism into their travel decisionmaking, and 68% will choose an alternative destination just to avoid peak season
crowds.
According to Ctrip data for Asia-Pacific,
there has been a rise in nature-related attraction bookings – a 264.5% spike in
1H2021 compared to 1H2020. Respondents have also expressed a preference for less
crowded and even unfamiliar destinations,
with an increased interest in exploring secondary destinations and nature.
Sustainable and wellness-driven options
are gaining preference among travellers,
noted the same study. There is an increase
in travellers, notably 94% of travellers in
Thailand, who plan to reduce and recycle
waste when visiting a destination.
ATF

DESTINATION: Singapore

Seen and heard
Singapore prepares for tourism recovery with clear
plans and resolute brand presence. By Karen Yue
alexialex/shutterstock

Innovative partnerships keep Singapore top of mind

S

ingapore Tourism Board (STB)
has identified five areas of focus to
rebuild arrivals in 2022 – continued reopening through Vaccinated
Travel Lanes (VTLs), ensuring health and
safety for travellers, maintaining international mindshare, forging innovative partnerships, and building industry capabilities.
On the ground, attention to health and
safety has resulted in new initiatives to reassure concerned travellers. They include the
SG Clean certification programme, which
recognises businesses with a high commitment to hygiene and sanitisation practices;
the CruiseSafe certification programme
which has allowed cruising to resume safely; and the Safe Business Events framework,
which has enabled the delivery of more than
250 events with over 50,000 participants.
On a broader level, STB has maintained
destination presence globally despite the
travel freeze. The fully virtual Singapore
Food Festival in 2020 and a hybrid Standard Chartered Singapore Marathon in 2020

and 2021 were part of many initiatives to
bring uniquely Singapore experiences direct to online and offline audiences. STB’s
regional offices contribute to the effort with
in-market activities. In the US, for example,
audiences were invited to explore Singapore
via livestream taxi tours on Twitch.
Singapore’s tourism community benefits
from STB’s marketing commitment as well,
through a S$20 million (US$14.6 million)
Marketing Partnership Programme for attractions, hotels, inbound agents and the
MICE sector, as well as a S$2 million SG
Stories Content Fund to help local and international content creators tell compelling
stories of strength, resilience, solidarity and
unity in Singapore.
Recognising power in numbers, STB
forged several innovative partnerships in
2021 that kept the Singapore brand top
of mind. They include partnerships with
Alipay, Trip.com and iQiyi International
in China to co-market Singapore and drive
spend; with Studio Dragon in South Korea
to promote Singapore through branded
content; and with DBS bank to stimulate
tourism demand and digitalise local businesses to ensure future readiness. This approach will continue in 2022.
To move with changing visitor expectations, STB is enhancing stakeholders’ digital capabilities through programmes such
as TCube, a hybrid innovation space that
brings STB’s digital initiatives, resources
and thought-leadership content onto a
single platform; the Singapore Tourism Accelerator Programme, which supports start-

What’s new
voco says hello
IHG Hotels & Resorts has taken over what
was once Hilton Singapore and branded it
voco Orchard Singapore. New and refreshed
dining and stay experiences are offered in
the 423-key property.

Living hell
Billed as the world’s first museum dedicated
to death and the afterlife, Hell’s Museum is
4 • January 20, 2022

new to Haw Par Villa cultural theme park.
The museum features galleries and experiential installations, including replicas of burial
crypts and traditional funerals in Singapore.

Scaling new heights
SkyHelix on Sentosa is Singapore’s highest
open-air panoramic ride, offering views of
the island, Keppel Bay area, and the Greater
Southern Waterfront.

ups that benefit Singapore’s tourism industry players; the Singapore Tourism Analytics
Network, where industry stakeholders may
visualise and analyse tourism-related data
to plan for recovery; and the Tourism Information & Services Hub, a digital resource
platform with over 4,000 listings and 14,000
media assets across multiple categories.
While international travel is still challenged by varied and fluid restrictions,
STB’s chief executive Keith Tan said Singapore’s key source markets prior to the
pandemic remain important, regardless of
accessibility.
“We will continue to invest in them to
keep Singapore top of mind, so that we are
well-positioned to recapture demand when
it returns,” he said.

Access
Singapore has 24 active Vaccinated
Travel Lanes but capacity is reduced
for now to mitigate Omicron risk to
its citizens. Visit safetravel.ica.gov.sg.

Wishlist

How will business in
2022 look for you?
As we turn 10 this year, we hope to
celebrate with the community who
has supported us. We are bringing
back a full year of floral displays to
Flower Dome, and exploring other
new and exciting experiences.
Felix Loh
CEO, Gardens by the Bay

The business climate is still uncertain
due to Omicron. However, with
major city-wide events still
scheduled to take place
this year, there is confidence that business may
return to some level of
normalcy.
Gilbert Madhavan
General manager,
One Farrer Hotel
ATF

DESTINATION: Vietnam

Never a dull moment
Vietnam’s latest tourism products are proof that the
destination continues to be perfect for work and
play, discovers Marissa Carruthers

Access
Vietnam has currently halted issuing
all tourist visas, but plans to reopen
borders to international travellers by
June 2022 have been outlined.

What’s new
Wishlist

How will business in
2022 look for you?

All under one roof

A retreat for everyone

Phu Quoc United Centre is Vingroup’s
US$2.8 billion “tourism-entertainment
universe”. It spans 1,000 hectares in northern Phu Quoc, and packs in entertainment
venues, Venetian-style shophouses and
gondola rides, bars, clubs, Corona Casino –
Vietnam’s only licensed casino, an 18-hole
golf course, and a convention centre.
It also boasts Vietnam’s largest theme
park and only open zoo.

The family-friendly Avani Doc Let Resort
Vietnam is a beachfront property that features 273 stylish guestrooms and suites,
AvaniSpa, all-day dining restaurant, gym
and beach club. It offers guests direct access
to neighbouring Doc Let Waterpark and a
newly-opened entertainment complex.
The resort, in Central Vietnam’s Nha
Trang, also boasts 1,000m2 of events and
meeting space.

After a successful vaccination drive, we
reopened in November and business
has been better than forecasted. We
hope the business ramp-up will continue into 2022. We are hearing positive
news regarding the launch of international vaccinated travel lanes
and border reopenings,
and are now engaging domestic markets for Lunar
New Year and being
more vigilant about
possible medical
emergencies.
Jai Kishan
General manager,
New World
Phu Quoc Resort

A peek into opera society
The 47-key Capella Hanoi has been given
the unique flare of renowned hotel designer
Bill Bensley. As a celebration of opera – it
sits a stone’s throw from iconic Hanoi Opera House – each suite is carefully designed
to reveal tales of mischievous opera society.
The hotel also features a restaurant and bar,
and curates Capella’s signature range of experiences.
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Mui Ne’s stunning mirage
Centara’s latest outing in Vietnam is
on track to becoming a leading events
destination. The 984-key Centara Mirage
Resort Mui Ne integrated entertainment
resort boasts eight event venues, including
the 1,200 pax Oceano Ballroom. Families
can enjoy a nautical adventure-themed
waterpark, aerial obstacle course, bowling
alley and karaoke rooms. The resort also
packs in 11 F&B outlets.

Vietnam has been slower in reopening
than some of her neighbours, but we’re
confident that 2022 will see a bounce
back in demand. Vietnam has been a
growing destination for a number
of years and we’re receiving enquiries every day. Once borders
reopen with no mandatory
quarantine, I only see positive
outcomes for the new year.”
Nicholas Wade
General manager,
Khiri Vietnam
ATF

Determined restart
The Kingdom has embarked on a massive marketing campaign to recover her
pre-pandemic top tourism destination status, writes Suchat Sritama

A

ligned with her bold border reopening, Thailand has launched a
vibrant tourism campaign to lure
vaccinated international tourists
back to her shores.
Yuthasak Supasorn, governor of the
Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT), revealed that the country’s latest Visit Thailand Year 2022 campaign will have three
Amazing New Chapters.
The three chapters will highlight Thailand’s abundant tourism products and invite travellers to forge a deeper connection
with the Kingdom’s unique culture and environment.

Day2505/shutterstock

New marketing activities for 2022
will emphasise Thailand’s strengths in
biological diversity and cultural richness;
Koh Mook island in Thailand pictured

Chapter 1 will highlight tourism products and services that awaken travellers’ five
senses. For example, noshing on delicious
Thai cuisine and revelling in the picturesque natural scenery that can be discovered throughout the Kingdom.
In Chapter 2, titled The One You Love,
TAT will focus on specific segments such
as families, couples, and friends and invite
them to create wonderful memories together in Thailand. Bangkok, Phuket, and
Chiang Mai in particular will be promoted
for weddings and honeymoons, building on
the charms of beautiful beaches and mountain resorts.

Chapter 3, The Earth We Care, will
highlight how nature’s chance to revitalise
during the pandemic has increased ecotourism awareness and the importance of
travelling responsibly among travellers and
how their behaviour can impact the environment.
Thailand is also eager to attract visitors
through health and wellness, as well as
workcation opportunities – another trend
borne out of the pandemic.
In July 2021, Thailand first reopened
her borders to fully-vaccinated foreigners
through the Phuket Sandbox scheme. A
similar initiative was then launched in other
key destinations – such as Krabi and Bangkok – in the months after.
With 70 per cent of the Thai population fully vaccinated at press time, as well
as various safety and hygiene measures in
place, Thailand’s tourism industry is ready
to make up for lost time.
Yuthasak added that the government has
been working hard to showcase Thailand’s
“good healthcare system, qualified medical
professionals, and globally-accredited hospitals” to rebuild travel confidence.
In 2022, TAT expects the tourism sector to generate 1.58 trillion baht (US$46
billion), which is about 50 per cent of preCovid earnings, from a mix of 51 per cent
international and 49 per cent domestic travellers.

Access
Thailand has a six-step arrival
process at its main international
airports. Arriving passengers must
be screened by healthcare staff and
show either their Thailand Pass
or a vaccine passport, undergo
a temperature check, and clear
immigration. They would then meet
with the representatives of quarantine
hotels while awaiting their PCR
results.
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DESTINATION: Thailand
What’s new

A retreat for all

Greening in the city

Luxurious escape

The recently-opened DusitD2 Hua Hin
offers 152 contemporary guestrooms and
suites, ranging in size from 30m2 to 92m2,
including selected rooms equipped with
pet-friendly amenities for up to two pets.
Dining facilities include all-day dining
restaurant Cafe Soi; Som Bar, a rooftop bar
inspired by Hollywood party pads; and a
Dusit Gourmet bakery and coffee shop.
Alongside a rooftop infinity pool, a
fully-equipped gym, and several function
rooms, the hotel also offers a kids club that
comprises a children’s swimming pool, a
play area with a sandbox and a treehouse,
and a wide range of activities for children
aged three to 15.

In an effort to improve the condition of
the Bangkok’s waterways and inject more
green spaces into the capital city, the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration launched
the first section of the 4.5km-long Klong
Chong Nonsi Canal Park on December 25.
This section features trees and water plants.
Development of the complete park is
divided into five phases, spanning from
Surawong Road to the Chao Phraya River.
Construction of the remaining sections
are expected to complete by August 2022.

The 72-key Banyan Tree Krabi has opened
at Tubkaek Beach, a 45-minute drive from
Krabi International Airport.
The new resort grants three ultra-luxury
beachfront pool villas, 10 beachfront pool
villas, and 59 pool suites – each of which has
its own private pool. The most modest accommodation type is the 99m² Deluxe Pool
Suite, while the largest is the seven-bedroom Presidential Villa. Spanning 1,335m²,
it is ideal for multi-generational family vacations and intimate wedding celebrations.
Facilities include two restaurants and
a beach bar, a kids’ club, a fitness centre, a
meeting centre, and a rainforest-themed
spa.

Wishlist

How will business in 2022 look for you?
It has become very clear that the outlook for 2022
very much depends on the development of the global
pandemic. We have seen a positive trend in Thailand
throughout the month of November in terms of business
pick up. If this trend continues, I am optimistic for
2022. However, if the pandemic is prolonged further by an additional wave of infections and virus
mutations, the business recovery for the tourism
industry will slow down again. So I believe the
best we can do is to remain agile and flexible
as much as possible.
Oliver Schnatz
Cluster general manager,
Sofitel Bangkok Sukhumvit and
Mercure Bangkok Sukhumvit 11
7 • January 20, 2022

I am optimistic that Thailand’s tourism will swiftly
return this year. We (tourism operators) are ready
to restart and put our
best foot forward, and
ensure that health and safety protocols will
meet with international requirements. However, my company, which is focused on the
China market, may have to wait a longer time
for Chinese authorities give the green light for
its citizens to travel overseas.
Sisdivachr Cheewarattaporn
Managing director,
Quality Express Co
ATF

DESTINATION: Myanmar

Holding on to hope
International travel into Myanmar remains challenged, but the destination
continues to craft new experiences in hopes of recovery. By Marissa Carruthers
What’s new

Hpa-An’s new retreat
This 77-key Centra by Centara Hotel Thiri
Hpa-An sits at the foot of one of Hpa-An’s
legendary karst mountains. It features two
restaurants, an outdoor pool, fitness centre
and meeting facilities.

Meaningful moves
Sustainability sits at the heart of Lalay
Lodge, a community eco-lodge that is a
45-minute boat ride from Ngapali Beach in
Maung Shwe Lay fishing village. Operated

by well-trained villagers, the beachfront
lodge is powered by solar energy and avoids
plastic use. Activities include hiking and cycling through unspoilt hills and paddies and
snorkelling among coral reefs.

Redhill Blues
Yangon’s first speakeasy bar has landed. Redhill Blues is a prohibition-era style speakeasy bar that serves cocktails using locallysourced ingredients, whiskeys and other
top spirits until 02.00. The bar also holds

open mic sessions and live music nights.
In true speakeasy style, entry is via a passcode system that must be received in advance.

Get a taste of this
Beer Vibe offers authentic modern Myanmar eats, and has been popular with
Yangon’s youth since opening in mid-2020.
The venue boasts an array of beers, and
serves a range of local and regional street
food favourites.

Access
Myanmar remains closed to tourists, with no tourist visas being issued. Yangon International Airport is open only for relief flights.

Wishlist

How will business in 2022 look for you?

Myanmar plans to resume international
tourism in 1Q2022 but Covid-19 and
political instability will give us a challenging year. However, there is still hope
and possibility that things can change.

The high season is soon finished, so we’re not expecting
tourists until October 2022. During Covid the world stood
still and avid travellers had time to make their bucket
list; they’re looking for a positive story. I’m afraid Myanmar isn’t on many people’s bucket list for 2022.

Sammy Samuels
Founder,
Myanmar Shalom Travels

Edwin Briels
Managing director, Exploration Travel
Myanmar and Lalay Lodge
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gallery

ATF 2022 comes alive
Photos by ATF 2022 Organising Committee
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